GR ADES 9-12

What’s the Big Deal about
Internet Privacy?
DI D YO U K N O W . . .

If a combination lock has three columns
of numbers each with the digits 0–9,
there are 1,000 possible combinations!

Match the words to their definition
a set of rules and expectations that
govern how both men and women, as
well as boys and girls, are supposed
to look and act

fair use

cookies

a person or company other than
you and the owner of the website
you visit

third party

gender roles

the ability to use a small amount of
copyrighted work without
permission, but only in certain ways
small computer text files placed in
your computer by the sites you visit
that collect information about your
computer system and the webpages
you view

W H AT D O YO U T H I N K?

Why do website owners want
information about their visitors?
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D O YO U R E M E M B E R . . .

Family Activity

How websites collect
your personal
information and what
you can do about it?

At lunch, Emani’s friend told him that a junior was
suspended because of a joking tweet asking why
someone couldn’t just make a bomb threat so
school could be cancelled for the day. He had tagged the school using a
hashtag, and the vice principal saw the tweet. Later that week, he heard
another rumor that a girl was called to the guidance counselor’s office because
she’d posted some song lyrics as her Facebook status and someone thought
she was depressed.

Think Out Loud!
~ What is your immediate reaction to this situation? What seems realistic or
unrealistic?
~ When do you think it’s good (or bad) for schools to get involved with what
happens on social media?
~ Do you know of any cases of schools punishing students for something they did
or said online or over text message? What do you think about how the situation
was handled?
~ When is it reasonable for kids to assume that what they say online is private?

Common Sense Says ...
Social login is a way to sign on to websites that uses existing login information
from a social-networking service such as Facebook, Twitter, or Google+ to sign
on to another (third-party) website. If you use social login, make sure you
understand what you’re giving the site access to. By using social login, you might
be giving that site the right to post on your newsfeed, to access or contact
friends on your friends list, or to collect information such as your email address.
Check out the privacy policy and terms and conditions to make sure you know
what information you’re authorizing the site to access and use.

